CHaTS Cooking Spree with Maryam!

Continually enthusiastic mums again had a fabulous cooking session this month! Thanks to Maryam for volunteering to demonstrate a delicious Tunisian cuisine, Lamb Tagine & Couscous….Yummy!

Arachna: CHaTS Group is fun because we are making friends. Cuisine prepared today was tasty and colourful...

Saliha: CHaTS Activities - Great idea!

Penny: I learn different cultural foods.

Shakela: Cooking Activity is fabulous because it is nice to see different cultural food and we learn to taste them!

Mrs. Alshamary: CHaTS Group is a great catch up time with other mums. I learn from different people.

Maryam: This is fun and a great privilege to demonstrate. Getting help from mums is wonderful. Fantastic team effort!

Toddlers and the little ones also join our fun and cooking day....